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ow (Not) to Lie with Spatial Statistics
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aking a cue from Mark Monmonnier’s classic,1 I
formulate some cautionary remarks related to
the use of methods and software for spatial data

nalysis, with particular reference to empirical work
ealing with cancer prevention and research. Due to

ength limitations, the discussion will have to be brief,
ncomplete, and largely nontechnical. For more com-
rehensive and technical reviews of some of the issues
aised, see the articles by Anselin,2 Greenland,3 and
akefield.4 In this context, I define spatial data analysis

roadly as consisting of three important components:
xploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA), visualization,
nd spatial modeling. Although the dividing lines be-
ween these areas of interest are not precise, I consider
SDA as concerned with the search for interesting
patterns,” visualization as consisting of methods to
how these interesting patterns, and spatial modeling as
he collection of techniques (also referred to as spatial
egression analysis, spatial econometrics) to explain
nd predict these patterns. Recent overviews of the
ethodology of spatial statistics and spatial economet-

ics can be found in Lawson,5 Anselin et al.,6 Banerjee
t al.,7 Waller and Gotway,8 and Schabenberger and
otway.9

The focus on patterns highlights the importance of
ocation and distance, two central concepts in spatial
ata analysis. Recent methodologic advances in spatial
tatistics, combined with the ready availability of cheap
nd powerful desktop geographic information systems
GIS) have brought spatial analysis within reach of
any nonspecialists. The array of techniques available

an be bewildering, especially because many of them
re easily applied through the use of commercial
ff-the-shelf point-and-click software, without much
uidance as to what is appropriate for the situation at
and. This is further complicated by the fact that spatial
ata can be represented in many different ways (e.g., as
iscrete spatial objects, such as counties, or as contin-
ous surfaces, such as a risk surface). In addition, a
iven representation does not necessarily provide in-
ight into the type of spatial process at hand. For
xample, a point could represent an event, such as the
ddress of a person undergoing cancer screening, or a
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iscrete object, such as the location of a noxious
acility, or even a sample point designed to measure a
ontinuous phenomenon, such as an air quality moni-
oring station. Although these are all points on a GIS

ap, they each require a distinct statistical approach,
espectively referred to as point pattern analysis
events), lattice data analysis (discrete objects), and
eostatistics (continuous surfaces). Methods and prop-
rties that are appropriate for one type of analysis do
ot readily transfer to other types of spatial processes.
nfortunately, the GIS (and spatial analysis software)

emains largely ignorant about the nature of the un-
erlying process, and simply deals with the data as
points,” thereby not preventing meaningless analyses
such as the application of geostatistical analysis to
iscrete lattice data).
The upshot of this situation is that care is needed in

he range of activities involved in spatial data analysis,
rom the collection of data and the use of software to
he interpretation of results and their application in
olicy analysis. Along the way, choices that yield differ-
nt results must be made, offering the temptation to
ailor the method to the desired result (to lie with
tatistics). I will briefly comment on a few salient points
nd important tradeoffs, starting with data problems,
ethodologic challenges, and software issues, and clos-

ng with some remarks on interpretation and policy.

ata Problems

patial data include the location of the observation as
n essential attribute. This is either recorded in a
oordinate system as an absolute location (such as
atitude–longitude, or some projected x,y coordinates),
r referred to as an administrative entity, such as a
ensus tract or ZIP code zone. In practice, the geo-
raphic information about patients or hospitals, for
xample, is not necessarily available in such form, but is
ore likely recorded as a street address. The process of

ranslating street addresses to the formal spatial loca-
ion information is referred to as geocoding. Although
traightforward to carry out in most commercial GIS, it
s also fraught with problems such as inaccurate address
nformation or flaws in the spatial database on street
ocations. This will result in errors that need to be
ccounted for in any spatial statistical analysis. Unfor-
unately, in practice, such errors do not tend to be
andom, but show systematic spatial variation. For

xample, more inaccuracies will tend to be found in

S30749-3797/06/$–see front matter
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ecently developed suburban neighborhoods than in
ong established urban blocks, resulting in systematic
patial patterns of failure to match, or missing
bservations.
Systematic errors in the allocation of street addresses

o the proper location have repercussions for the
omputation of rates (of incidence or mortality) for
eographic areas. The rates serve as estimates of the
nderlying risk by dividing the number of events of

nterest (cancer cases, number of screenings) by the
opulation at risk (i.e., the population to which the
vents pertain). The inaccuracy in rates is especially
mportant for small geographic areas where changes of
nly a few counts in the numerator may yield significant
hanges in the rate, and thus in the estimate of the
nderlying risk. Not only is the numerator important in
his respect, but also the denominator. Apart from the
ecennial census years, information on the population
esiding in a given small areal unit (census tract, ZIP
ode zone, county) is not regularly available and must
e estimated. For larger units, such as counties, this can
e fairly reliably done with some degree of detail on
ender, ethnicity, and age category. This uses estab-
ished demographic techniques based on birth and
eath records and models to estimate net migration.
owever, the smaller the geographic unit, the less

eliable these estimates become. In practice, it is nearly
mpossible to obtain estimates with any degree of detail
bout age, gender, and ethnicity in a cost-effective
anner at a smaller spatial scale than the county level.
y necessity, these estimates have to rely on models
and their assumption), and the prediction error will
ave to be accounted for in statistical analyses. This has
bvious implications for the accuracy of computed
ates, especially in areas undergoing rapid demo-
raphic transition.
The use of explicit information on the location of

ndividuals, such as their addresses, raises concerns about
rotecting privacy. Techniques exist to avoid the identifi-
ation of individuals while retaining important geo-
raphic information, but there is no consensus on how
his can be used in the reporting of results, such as
ummary maps. As a result, due to legal and institutional
onstraints, spatial analysis often has to be carried out at
ggregate spatial scales that may not be meaningful for
he research question at hand (e.g., the effect of a noxious
acility on elevated cancer incidence). Such analyses may
uffer from the ecologic fallacy (or modifiable areal unit
roblem) that conclusions obtained at aggregate levels do
ot translate to meaningful behavioral interpretations at

he micro scale.

ethodologic Challenges

he methodologic focus in the spatial analysis of cancer
isk and prevention is on detecting, visualizing, and

xplaining instances where the distribution of risk is I

4 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 30, Num
eterogeneous in space. Particular interest lies in iden-
ifying locations of significantly elevated risk, trying to
elate these patterns to salient explanatory variables
risk factors) and incorporating these insights into
olicies of prevention and care provision. Several chal-

enges are faced in this endeavor.
The risk estimate, as a rate or proportion, is inher-

ntly unstable in the sense that the precision of the
stimates is not uniform. This precision is directly
elated to the size of the population at risk, yielding a
igh variance in estimates for small areas (in the sense
f having a small population). In practice, this means
hat a high rate does not necessarily imply a similarly
igh risk, but could be due to the larger variance of the
stimate, especially in small areas. This could indicate
purious outliers or suggest heterogeneity in risk when
n fact it is uniform. A large statistical literature is
evoted to addressing variance instability in rates. Ap-
roaches can be divided roughly between spatial aggre-
ation and smoothing. In the former, the instability is
corrected” by grouping small areal units until they
each a threshold population at risk. This is often
mplicit in agency policies that preclude the disclosure
f rates or risk estimates for areas that do not reach a
ritical population size (e.g., 25,000 or 50,000). Clearly,
his approach is impractical if the focus is on processes
hat operate at small spatial scales. The alternative is to
djust the original “raw” rate estimate, by “borrowing”
nformation or smoothing. This is often based on
otions from Bayesian statistics, in which a (posterior)
stimate is obtained by combining the data with “prior”
nformation. In so-called Empirical Bayes methods, the
rior information is extracted from the data itself, for
xample, using a national or regional risk estimate as a
rior in small-area estimation. A large number of
ethods have been proposed, which can yield some-

imes drastically different results. This potentially leads
o confusion among uninformed practitioners. An im-
ortant aspect to keep in mind is that smoothing is
ssentially a form of modeling, in which a delicate
alance is obtained between assumptions imposed by
he model (such as a prior distribution, the inclusion of
xplanatory variables, or functional form) and what the
ata support. Whereas one method often is selected at
he expense of others, sensitivity analysis is important to
ain insight into the respective tradeoffs involved. Also,
hen data are scarce (as in the case of rare events in

mall areas), the information extracted from them will
y necessity be limited and unreliable.
A related issue pertaining to the estimation of rates is

he practice of controlling for the effect of known risk
actors, such as gender and age distribution. In epide-

iologic practice, the standardization of rates to a
ommon age/gender distribution is the rule. This
o-called standard population is typically estimated at
he national level and based on a specific census year.

ts use corrects for apparent heterogeneity in rates due

ber 2S www.ajpm-online.net
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olely to differences in age distribution (e.g., a county
ominated by elderly males would, ceteris paribus, have
much higher prostate cancer incidence rate than the
ational average age profile would suggest). Standard-

zation either applies a reference age distribution to the
ge-specific rates obtained at the location of interest
direct standardization), or computes the local rate by
ultiplying its age distribution with a reference risk

indirect standardization). Both methods result in a
oss of information (of age-specific risk estimates).

ore importantly, they assume homogeneity of the
elation between risk and age distribution across space
and time), which may be unrealistic. Extending the
tandardization to other risk factors becomes more
enuous, because the assumption of a constant or
roportional relationship across space between the risk
nd the risk factor may not be warranted. A similar
ssue is encountered in the use of model-based smooth-
ng, where more complex models inevitably imply
tronger assumptions. In the exploratory stage of a
patial analysis, it is better to avoid imposing too many
ssumptions and instead let the data speak for them-
elves. Again, different standardization methods may
ield different suggestion of outliers or clusters and
ensitivity analysis is in order.

Once interesting patterns are identified, it remains a
hallenge to relate the spatial heterogeneity in (relative)
isk to meaningful explanatory variables (risk factors).
his is typically carried out by means of regression analy-

is. Due to the presence of spatial heterogeneity as well as
patial correlation, standard methods do not apply, and
ne has to make use of specialized techniques of spatial
egression analysis (or spatial econometrics). These meth-
ds are complex and still constitute a very active area of
esearch in statistics and econometrics. This is particularly
he case when it comes to modeling phenomena in both
pace and time.

An additional complication encountered in spatial
ata analysis is the so-called change of support problem
COSP). This is present when the spatial scale of
easurement for the variables of interest is different,

uch as point observations on air quality and health
tatistics collected by census tract. The solution to this
patial mismatch requires the application of spatial
nterpolation to bring all variables to a common spatial
nit of observation (e.g., the census tract). Such spatial

nterpolation induces measurement errors with com-
lex spatial structure. The resulting additional uncer-
ainty must be properly accounted for in the regression

odel and other analyses.

oftware

he days are long gone when the dearth of spatial
nalysis software was seen as a major impediment for
he application of these techniques in practice. Signif-

cant progress has been made, especially during the last e

ebruary 2006
ecade. Although mainstream commercial statistical
oftware is still limited in its spatial functionality, a large
umber of freestanding niche packages, applets, mac-
os, and scripts developed for statistical toolboxes and
IS software fill the need. Most of these implementa-

ions are noncommercial, developed in the academic
orld, with considerable research support from agen-
ies such as the National Science Foundation (NSF),
he National Institutes of Health (NIH), the Centers for
isease Control and Prevention (CDC), the National

nstitute of Justice (NIJ), and the Environmental Pro-
ection Agency (EPA). A notable private-sector excep-
ion is the recently released spatial statistics toolbox in
he leading commercial GIS software, ArcGIS 9.0,
hich consists of a collection of functions written in the
pen-source Python language.
The multitude of available software tools may con-

use the nonspecialist. All too often the inclusion of a
echnique in a software package suggests that it is the
tate of the art, which, in a rapidly changing field like
patial statistics, is not always the case. Furthermore,
oftware tends to be limited in the scope of techniques
ncluded, which may misrepresent the range of meth-
dologic options (and pitfalls) available to the analyst.
here is a tension between user-friendliness of the

oftware and the technical sophistication needed to
roperly appreciate the assumptions and limitations of
he various techniques. Moreover, there are few stan-
ards, with little interoperability between the different
ackages (and GIS software), and considerable
uplication.
Software that implements advanced or specialized
ethods, although it most likely exists, is often hard to

nd and not always fully documented. The usefulness of
oftware clearinghouses, such as that maintained by the
SF-funded Center for Spatially Integrated Social Science

www.csiss.org), should not be underestimated. However,
uch needs to be done to provide further standardiza-

ion and quality control. In this respect, the growing
resence of spatial analytical software tools developed in
n open-source environment is encouraging. Efforts such
s RGeo, organized around the R statistical programming
nvironment (sal.uiuc.edu/csiss/Rgeo), and PySAL, a li-
rary of spatial analytical routines written in Python
sal.uiuc.edu/projects_pysal.php), involve a growing com-
unity of developers and allow the latest methods to be

ncluded in a transparent manner (the source code
erving as the ultimate documentation). Still, much re-
ains to be done, especially to provide effective tools to

arry out the exploration and modeling of space–time
ynamics in a GIS environment.

rom Statistics to Policy

n the context of cancer prevention and control, spatial
tatistical analysis and GIS are only a means and not the

nd. The use of these methods varies depending on the

Am J Prev Med 2006;30(2S) S5
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olicy goals. For example, whereas the spatial analysis
f cancer incidence and mortality tends to focus on the
tiology of the various diseases, this may be only a
angential goal for a prevention policy. In the latter
ontext, the insights gained from a statistical analysis of
patial distributions can be very fruitful in the imple-
entation of a spatial decision support system. For

xample, applications of so-called “geo-marketing”
echniques can be useful in identifying underserved
opulations (markets), assessing the spatial distribution
f future demand for care, locating medical facilities
e.g., for screening), and targeting messages effectively
o change behavior (e.g., to promote screening). The
mportance of the statistical insights lies in the quanti-
cation of the uncertainty associated with various esti-
ates and in exploiting the spatial characteristics of

his uncertainty in the decision process.
The current state of the art in spatial statistics is

mpressive, and substantial progress has been made.
lthough it may be tempting to translate this into “best
ractice methods” and institutionalized guidelines for
pplied research, such as the identification of a cluster,
here is little hope for a satisfactory solution along these
ines. New techniques are constantly being suggested as
ell as insights gained into the tradeoffs among differ-
nt approaches. Any best practice, be it a method or
oftware tool, is likely out of date by the time its
pproval has passed all the institutional hurdles. Fortu-
ately, the new communication tools facilitated by the
nternet allow the development of a community of
cholars and practitioners where insights can be shared,
learinghouses provided to methods and software tools,
nd ongoing training provided. Such a dialogue be-

ween practice and research is likely to push the field

9

6 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 30, Num
orward, to result in effective public health policy, and
o lessen the scope for “lying with spatial statistics.”9

his commentary is based in part on a presentation made at
meeting on “GIS Research Priorities for Comprehensive

ancer Control,” organized by the Centers for Disease Con-
rol and Prevention (CDC)’s Division of Cancer Prevention
nd Control, Santa Barbara, CA, November 17-18, 2004. This
esearch was supported in part through NSF Grant BCS-
978057 to the Center for Spatially Integrated Social Science
CSISS), and by a Cooperative Agreement between the Cen-
ers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Association
f Teachers of Preventive Medicine (ATPM), award number
S-1125. The contents of the note are the responsibility of the
uthor and do not necessarily reflect the official views of NSF,
DC, or ATPM.
No financial conflict of interest was reported by the authors

f this paper.
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